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The Convention on the Protection of the World Cultural

and Natural Heritage was adopted at the UNESCO Gen-

eral Conference on November 16, 1972.  By the end of

1999 the Convention had been ratified by 158 countries.

Today it stands as the most effective international policy

instrument for the protection of unique natural and cul-

tural sites on the world scale.  As of January 1, 2000, 128

natural  and 22 mixed (natural and cultural) complexes

have received the status of "World Heritage Site". They

include the Great Barrier Reef, the Galapagos Islands, the Grand Canyon, Niagara Falls,

Yellowstone National Park and the Hawaiian Islands. In fact, all 128 territories are true

natural wonders, five of which are situated in Russia, which started working on submis-

sion of its natural territories only in 1994.
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In 1994, the State Committee on Environ-
mental Protection of  the Russian Federation
(Goskomecology) and Greenpeace Russia
stroke an agreement to launch activities
aimed at inclusion of a number of Russian
sites onto the World Heritage List. In 1994,
Greenpeace Russia prepared the documents
necessary to nominate the "Virgin Komi For-
ests" natural site onto the World Heritage List.
In December 1995, it became the first Rus-
sian World Natural Heritage territory.  Due to
its newly acquired interna-
tional status, the unique for-
ests were rescued from log-
ging initiatives of the French
company "HUET Holdings"
and a gold mining project in
the northern part of the
Yugyd-Va National Park was
suspended.

By the end of 1996, about
6.5 million additional hec-
tares of pristine Russian natu-

ral areas had already acquired high ranking
conservation status when Lake Baikal and
Volcanoes of Kamchatka were inscribed onto
the World Heritage List. In 1998 the List was
enlarged by another Russian nature com-
plex - Golden Mountains of Altai.  In Decem-
ber of 1999, the 23rd Session of the World
Heritage Committee made a positive deci-
sion about inscription of the fifth Russian
Natural Site - the Western Caucasus - onto
the List. The necessity meet the requirements

of the International Conven-
tion, the scrutiny of interna-
tional experts and worldwide
public attention facilitated
the adoption of the Law on
Baikal, helped to prevent the
withdrawal of a portion of
the Virgin Komi Forests natu-
ral complex for industrial
purposes, promoted a denial
for construction of Maikop-
Dagomys highway through
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the Caucasus Nature Reserve and helped to
freeze a few economic projects that were
disastrous for the environment even at the
time when submission preparation was still
in progress.

The World Heritage Committee is presently
considering documents for the following
nominations: "Ubsunur Hollow", "The Delta
of the Lena", «Central
Sikhote-Alin», «Vrangel Is-
land» and "Curonian Spit".
The documentation for the
submission of nominations
for natural complexes of
the Putorana Plateau, the
Valdai Upland, the Kuril Is-
lands and the Commander
Islands are under develop-
ment.

The work aimed at
preparation of nominations
for  "Bashkirian Urals" and

"Vodlozero National Park" was carried out in
1996-1998.  However, these nominations
were declined inscription as they did not
satisfy the criteria applied to a unique natu-
ral site. In the near future these areas will
be nominated as «cultural landscapes».

Russia is certainly rich in unique and un-
disturbed natural complexes. According to

our estimates, Russia ac-
counts for over 20 areas
worthy of World Heritage
status. Among the natural
areas prospective from the
standpoint of their inscrip-
tion onto the World Herit-
age List are the natunal
complexes of the
Astrakhansky, Maga-
dansky, «Black Earth»,
Daursky Nature Reserves
and Mesherskyi National
Park.
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Aims and Goals of the Project
«World Natural Heritage in Russia»

the main goal of the Project is to give natu-
ral territories the Highest Environmental Pro-
tection Status as an additional guaranty that
unique natural area will be protected;

monitoring and control over the conserva-
tion and integrity of the natural sites inscribed
onto the World Heritage List;

dissemination of information about the ter-
ritories that have received and are to receive
the «World Heritage Site Status», develop-
ment of alternative methods of nature man-
agement (in the first place, eco-tourism);

engagement of financial institutions to sup-
port World  Heritage Sites.
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To become a World Heritage Site, an intended territory is required to meet at least
one of the four following criteria and to satisfy the condition of natural integrity:

be an outstanding example representing major stages of earth's history, including
the record of life, significant on-going geological processes in the development of
landform, or significant geomorphic or physiographic features;

be an outstanding example representing significant on-going ecological and bio-
logical processes in the evolution and development of terrestrial, fresh water, coastal
and marine ecosystems and communities of plants and animals;

contain superlative natural phenomena or areas of exceptional natural beauty and
aesthetic importance;

contain the most important and significant natural habitats for in situ conservation of
biological diversity, including those containing threatened species of outstanding uni-
versal value from the point of view of science or conservation.

CRITERIA
for inscription of natural sites onto the
UNESCO World Heritage List
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World Natural Heritage sites in Russia
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Virgin Komi Forests
Virgin Komi Forests is the first site in Russia in-

cluded onto the World Heritage List. This nomina-
tion opened a new page in the history of environ-
mental protection in Russia.

Virgin Komi Forests is an area which consists of
two sites: Pechoro-Ilychsky Nature Preserve and
Yugyd-Va National Park. It is the largest forest
(3,280,000 ha) among the remaining European pri-
mary forest stands, representing ecosystems almost
undisturbed by intensive economic activities. It is a
real treasury of taiga biodiversity. The area accounts
for over 40 species of mammals including the brown
bear, sable and elk, 204 species of birds including
the white sea eagle and fish hawk (both recorded
in the Russian Red Book), and 16 species of fish, the
most valuable of which are glacial relics - the lake
char and arctic grayling. The main forest-forming
tree species, fir-tree and spruce, are accompanied
by cedar, for which this area is the north-western
border of its habitat. Mid- and northern taiga change
over to forest tundra with large areas occupied by
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mountain tundra and bare stone peaks.
The territory extends for more than 300 km

from north to south along the western slope
of the Polar and Northern Urals. The moun-
tain complex of the Urals is an important cli-
mate-forming element for the entire ecosys-
tem of the region.  Here is a place where
the great Pechora River begins and where it
receives waters from crystal-clear tributar-
ies.  Mountain microclimate facilitates a bril-
liant floral mosaic: along the narrow river

valleys the taiga species climb high up the
mountainsides, leaving the timberline far be-
neath. On eastern slopes, typical Siberian
flora all of a sudden replaces European plant
species, characteristic of the humid western
slopes of the Urals.
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Lake Baikal
Lake Baikal is located in the southeastern Siberia. The

area of the site included onto the World Heritage List
(1996) is 3,150,000 ha.

Baikal  is one of the greatest lakes on the planet, a
lake of the "superlative degree". It is the deepest  (1637m)
and the oldest (about 25,000,000 years old) lake in the
world and contains the greatest number of flora and
fauna species among all the freshwater bodies on the
Earth. The lake contains 23,600 cubic meters of water
unique in its quality and volume (over 20% of the world
stock).

The whole basin of Baikal is a unique and fragile eco-
system, including a unique natural process of excellent
drinking water generation intrinsic to the Baikal.

The intermountain depression of the lake basin to-
gether with surrounding mountain systems is an impor-
tant natural border in Siberia. It is a junction of habitat
limits of a number of flora and fauna species, which
form unique local biocenoses that have no analogy else-
where. Due to its isolation and ancient origin, the Baikal
basin became a place where the richest and world's
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most unique freshwater fauna originated. It has
exceptional importance for the study of the
world's evolutionary processes.

Out of 2635 species and varieties of its ani-
mal and plant species discovered in the lake
to date, over 80% are endemic to the area. They
emerged and developed in the lake and are
not encountered anywhere else. Who has not
heard of the famous Baikal omul and the Baikal
sturgeon? Two other unique viviparous fish spe-
cies known to the ichthyologists worldwide are
the large and small golomyanka

(Comephoridae baicalensis and Come-
phoridae dubowski). The Baikal seal, a typi-
cally marine mammal, crowns the top of the
lake s ecosystem pyramid.,
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Volcanoes of Kamchatka
Included into the World Heritage List in 1996, the

natural site "Volcanoes of Kamchatka" occupies an
area of 3,320,000 ha and consists of 5 sections
providing the most comprehensive views of the di-
versity and multiple faces of volcanic activity.

The Kamchatka Peninsula is positioned at the junc-
tion of major tectonic plates in an area of active
volcanicity, where the contemporary processes viv-
idly depict the history of our planet.

30 active and 300 dead volcanoes, as well as 150
thermal and mineral springs are situated in this lim-
ited area. Numerous hot springs, waterfall cascades,
mud pots, turquoise lakes and fields of multicolored
algae make the well-known Valley of Geysers look
like a fairy-tale land. The crater of the Uzon Vol-
cano, a huge volcanic cauldron with a 200-800 m
high wall and occupying an area of 100 square km
is one of the most ancient and interesting geologi-
cal features of the peninsula. This great hydrother-
mal system provides present-day researchers with
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an opportunity to witness the process of the
formation of various minerals and ores in the
cauldron.

The area is characterized by its unique flora
and fauna. 10% of the site's 1168 plant spe-
cies are not encountered elsewhere in the
world. A high percentage of endangered
species in the site require special measures
aimed at their protection. This includes: the
Steller's sea eagle (which is the symbol of
Kamchatka), 10,000 brown bears (the
Kamchatka brown bear is one of the biggest

bears in the world), bighorn snow sheep, sea
otter and sea lion.

Biodiversity of the coastal areas is incred-
ible. It includes the growth areas of
Kamchatka crab larvae and rivers used by
salmon for spawning, from where the
salmon young journey down into the sea,
are situated here. From early summer till late
winter an amazing picture can be observed
on the Peninsula. Millions and millions of
salmon working their way against the swift
river flows, climb up the rivers to reach their
spawning grounds.
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Golden Mountains of Altai
The Altai mountains are located at the junction of Cen-

tral Asia and Siberia, and the territory that was included
into the World Heritage List in 1998 merges many nu-
ances that illuminate the striking and fascinating beauty
of this unique area.

The flora and fauna of the region are unique and di-
verse. First, there are the relic cedar forests in the basin
of Lake Teletskoye, which give shelter and food to nu-
merous fauna. Of special interest are the alpine and
sub-alpine meadows developing very extensive habitat
linkages in this region, unlike in any other region of Si-
beria. The vegetation of the Southern Altai, where semi-
desert, steppe and tundra have established close inter-
relationships, produces its own peerless coloration.

Endemic plants that are not encountered elsewhere
are found in dense populations in the Altai Mountains
inhabiting very small and limited areas. This area is the
habitat for 60 mammalian species, 11 species of am-
phibians and reptiles and 20 fish species. The snow
leopard is a remarkable representative of the local fauna
and it is one of the rarest animals in the world, with only
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a few surviving in the Altai Mountains.
The exciting geological past of the region is

reflected, on the one hand, in the age differ-
ence of rock formations comprising the Altai.
On the other hand, it is revealed though fabu-
lous terrain shapes. The magnificent terraces
of the Katun River valley are unmatched in their
beautiful high mountain relief. Mount Belukha
is a true natural masterpiece and, at 4506 m, it
is the highest peak in Siberia overlooking all
the adjacent mountain ranges from almost a
thousand meters above.

River valleys are a remarkable feature of the
Altai, and some of the most spectacular are
the valleys of the Katun and Chulymshan Riv-
ers. Both rivers flow in deep and narrow can-
yons.  The valley of the Chulymshan is particu-
larly colorful, decorated with many waterfalls
from its side tributaries. The Teletskoye Lake is
the pearl of the Altai, and it is referred to as a
"Little Baikal" due to its crystal clear waters,
magnificent crown of mountains round it and
abundant wildlife.
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The Western Caucasus
The western part of the Great Caucasus has no

analogy in its biodiversity level among the natural
systems of the Caucasus or any other mountainous
area in Europe or Western Asia. The Western Cau-
casus is a place where endangered, rare, endemic
and relic plant and animal species are concentrated.
It is even more important that this territory is a place
with an undisturbed natural environment that pro-
vides habitat for the most vulnerable species of large
mammals including the Caucasian bison, Caucasian
red deer, Western Caucasian wild ox, chamois, wolf
and Caucasian bear.

The Western Caucasus is famous with its unique
wildlife biodiversity. Only its high mountain zone
accounts for 967 species of vascular plants.

Although the pure bison species became extinct
in the 1920s, some hybrid species have survived in
captivity, including those that inherited some of the
characteristics of the pure mountain bison. These
animals belonging to the so-called Belovezh-Cau-
casus line, have composed the backbone of the
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modern bison population of the Caucasus
Nature Reserve. After 50 years of selective
hybridisation processes these animals have
taken the empty environmental niche. The
Caucasus Nature Reserve is the only remain-
ing habitat of the mountain bison. Both an-
cient and modern glaciers have played a very
important part in the development of the di-
verse relief of the Western Caucasus. Here
one can see trough valleys, moraines, moun-
tain wetlands and glacial lakes. Multiple karst-

forming processes take place in limestone
massifs of the northern part of the site. Nu-
merous caves and cavities (these are among
the longest and deepest ones in Russia as
some are over 1,600m deep and 15km long)
form complex underground systems of riv-
ers, lakes and waterfalls. The vast represen-
tation of rock outcrops of different age and
composition holds a lot of importance for
paleonthological study. Due to numerous
findings of giant ammonite shells (some over
1m in diameter) the valley of the Belaya River
has become world famous.
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Vodlozero National Park
The territory of the Vodlozero National Park and

the adjoining Kozhozero Preserve (the total area of
about 600,000 ha) will be nominated for inclusion
onto the World Heritage List in the category of «cul-
tural landscape».

In Vodlozero National Park a complex of archaeo-
logical memorials situated close together and con-
centrated on a limited land area. Over 50 sites of
early human settlements belong to two cultures,
Karelian and Kargopol, which is especially impor-
tant for the study of contact between ancient tribes
in the region.

Numerous wooden dwellings are examples of
more recent cultural artifacts from the 16th to 18th
centuries. Among them are religious works, items
of civil architecture, ancient portages and staging
posts on the way from Novgorod towards the White
Sea. One of the most remarkable examples of
wooden architecture "Eleenskyi Pogost" (Elijah's
Churchyard), dated to the end of the 18th century.
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The level of conservation of the Vodlozero
natural and cultural complexes is conditioned
by the full harmony with nature local people
live in, as the Nordic people used to live here
centuries before.

Aside from its outstanding cultural heritage,
the park is characterized by a series of
unique natural features. The Vodlozero Na-
tional Park is the last undisturbed wetland
taiga complex of considerable size (about
400,000 ha) and composite structure in Eu-
rope. The Vodlozero forests set the standard
for lowland taiga in western Eurasia and it is

a very important breeding area for common
and rare flora and fauna species of the taiga
zone. Avifauna of the park is quite unique.
Out of a total of 176 bird species recorded in
the park, 36 are rare and endangered.

The Vodlozero park complex includes
places where the world's most ancient rocks
(3,400,000,000 years old) outcrop to the sur-
face. These bare rock outcrops in the park
are beautiful representations of the ancient
annals of the Earth.
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The Bashkirian Urals
This territory (the total area is 150,000 ha) will

be nominated for inscription onto the World
Heritage List as a cultural landscape.

Interaction between humans and nature has
been balanced and harmless here since an-
cient times.  For many centuries, the traditional
use of natural resources remained the basis of
life and economics for local people.  First, this
area is a unique natural and cultural complex
at a world scale, in which an ancient traditional
way of making honey through wild bee farm-
ing ("bortnichestvo") is still maintained. This
method of making honey is over 1,500 years
old.  The last populations of Russian wild bee
species live here.

The area retains the traces of the presence of
many ancient tribes. The Kapova Cave serves
as an important symbol of the Shulgan-Tash
Nature Reserve. The Cave is 2.8km long and is
known for its Paleolithic rock paintings dating
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back 14,500 years.  The paintings in the Kapova
Cave are the oldest known in all of Eastern Eu-
rope.

The heterogeneity of the geological structure
of the area resulted in the emergence of di-
verse and picturesque relief forms. Giant cave
systems, underground rivers, grottos, beautiful
canyons and waterfalls are natural karst proc-
esses on the limestone plateau. The Bashkirian
Natural Park alone accounts for 21 caves, in-
cluding the largest cave in the Urals (Sumgan)
which penetrates 120m vertically into the
ground and has passages up to 10km long.

The location of the Bashkirian Urals on the
boarder zone of four phyto- and biogeo-

graphical provinces has resulted in a vast
biodiversity. Over 800 flowering plant species,
including 117 rare, endemic and relic species
are noted here. Protected areas provide habi-
tat for over 60 mammalian species, 11 am-
phibian species and about 30 fish species. Out-
standing biodiversity is intrinsic to the avifauna
of the Bashkirian Urals. There are 150 bird spe-
cies and three of them - the imperial eagle,
peregrine falcon and white-tailed sea eagle -
are on the verge of extinction worldwide.
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Central Sikhote-Alin
The southern parts of the Russian Far East

is one of the largest and least disturbed by
humans locales where communities of an-
cient coniferous and broad-leaf forests still
exist. Due to the location of the region on
the great route of distribution of plants and
animals running along the Pacific coast of
Asia from tropical to midlatitudes, a very pic-
turesque picture of mutual penetration, mix-
ture of different flora and fauna, in particular
representatives of southern and northern
flora and fauna, can be observed here. This
region maintains a very large number of rare
and endangered species and many of these
are not encountered anywhere else. The
Sikhote-Alin accounts for around 1200 vas-
cular plant species alone, in addition to 71
mammalian species and 370 bird species.

The mountain land of Sikhote-Alin is the
world`s last area inhabited by Amur tiger (only
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500 tigers have survived here).  Numerous
rare and endangered species, many of which
are endemic, require urgent conservation.
They are the Amur ghoral, Asiatic black bear,
Japanese and hooded cranes, black stork,
merganser, fish eagle owl, ginseng,
rhododendrone and many others.

The Bikin River basin is the only territory on
the western slope of the Sikhote-Alin moun-
tain system that has not been subject to sig-

nificant human influence.  An entire massif
of natural cedar-broadleaf forests of Ussuri
taiga is preserved here.

Here the main settlements  of a small in-
digenous nation - the Udege - are situated.
Traditional economic activities of the Udege
are hunting and fishing.
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The Ubsunur Hollow
The Ubsunur Hollow, located on the

territorial border of Mongolia and Rus-
sia is perhaps one of the most unique
and interesting locales in all of Central
Asia. A unique complex of interacting
and contrasting ecosystems from taiga
to desert remained intact here.

Glaciers, alpine tundra and subalpine
meadows, and a vast mountain taiga
zone are, in turn, followed by forest
steppes, steppes, semi-arid deserts,
and even shifting sand dunes, have cre-
ated an amazingly beautiful and diver-
sified natural phenomenon.

The territory is located in the area of
interaction of the Euro-Siberian and
Central Asian flora and fauna com-
plexes, which creates an unusually high
biodiversity for midlatitudes.  The
Ubsunur Hollow hosts such inhabitants
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of the mountains and tundra as the snow
leopard, Siberian roe, Altai snow cock and
marmot. The area accounts for 359 species
of birds alone.

The value of the territory is not limited to its
natural conditions. The Ubsunur Hollow is
also important for the country's cultural her-
itage as it retains still unstudied archaeologi-
cal artifacts. No other place in Central Asia
manifests such a high concentration of burial

mounds (20,000 according to some esti-
mates) and many of them are older than the
Egyptian pyramids. Thousands of carved
drawings and stone sculptures - remnants
of Middle Age settlements and Buddhist tem-
ples - shape the inimitable appearance of
the natural and cultural landscape.
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The Delta of the Lena
The Lena is among the biggest rivers in the

world. No other river in Northern Eurasia forms
such a vast and grand delta (covering an area
of 32,000 square km). Annually, the Lena car-
ries though the delta over 500 cubic km of
water. The silt-laden material continuously
forms the delta and arrives from all over the
Lena drainage area, at a rate of 15 million
tonnes per year. The Ust-Lensky Reserve, oc-
cupying an area of 1,433,000 ha, is located in
the western part of the Delta of the Lena. In
1998, the Ust-Lensky Reserve was nominated
for inclusion into the World Heritage list.

Each year in June huge numbers of diving
waterfowl - swans, ducks, geese, snipes,
phalaropes, gulls, terns, skua, prey during the
daytime and singing sparrow birds strive to
get there flying along the coasts from east and
west, as well as from south flying along the
river valley. For the overwhelming majority of
the bird species the nesting time they spend in
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the Delta Reserve is of vital importance.
The mouth of the Lena and its 6,500 channels

and bypasses and 30,000 lakes form a rich
natural habitat that is also very important for
fish fauna. Rich zooplankton and zoobenthos
of the Delta provide forage for its 36 fish spe-
cies. The mouths of the river channels are inha-
bited by various marine mammal species: the
white whale, narwhal, walrus, and bearded
and ringed seals. The Laptev Sea population of
walrus habituating the area (a sub-species that
is on the verge of extinction) accounts for only a
few hundred head. Terrestrial mammals inhab-
iting the preserve represent tundra, moun-

tainous and northern boreal species. Of these,
17 species are indigenous year-round and 8
species periodically migrate in and out of the
Reserve. Approximately 30,000 reindeers mi-
grate across the Delta in the summer months.
The vascular plant flora accounts for 372 spe-
cies, including 24 species recorded in the Sakha
(Yakutia) Republic Red Book, while Trautfetter's
blue-meadow grass is of particular interest as
an endemic species of the lower reaches of
the Lena, not encountered elsewhere in the
world.
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The Curonian Spit
The Curonian Spit was submitted the World Herit-

age Committee for consideration as an international
Russian-Lithuanian natural and cultural complex (the
area of the site is 31,200 ha).

First, its geographical position and relief conditioned
the uniqueness and peculiarity of the Spit. A con-
tinuous belt of dune complexes, which are among
the highest in Europe (up to 68m in height), stretch-
ing along the peninsula which is over 70km long
and 0.3 to 1km wide.

Due to its geographical position and north-east to
south-west orientation, the Spit is  a "directing line"
for many migrating bird species flying from north-
western Russia, Finland and the Eastern Baltic coun-
tries to Middle and Southern Europe. Every spring
and fall 10 to 20 million migratory birds pass over
the Curonian Spit and a considerable number of them
stop over for feeding and rest. Among these migra-
tory bird populations are many rare and endangered
species listed in the Red Books of Russia, Europe and
worldwide.
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The Curonian Spit landscapes formed both
by natural processes and human activities,
illustrate harmonious interaction between
nature and human beings. The tribe of
Kursiai, which inhabited the Curonian Spit for
a long time in the past, disappeared, but its
ethnographic heritage is still visible. The land-
scape of a fishing village buried under sand
dunes in the 18th-19th  century can be found
here.

The Curonian Spit is very rich in cultural
artefacts. Among those are unique in their
dimensions fortifications, archaeological
monuments and examples of cult architec-
ture.

The Curonian Spit is an outstanding natu-
ral creation, which is very difficult to com-
pare with anything else in the Baltic region.
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The Green Belt of Fennoscandia
The Green Belt is a site that has been nominated

for inclusion into the World Heritage List and is com-
prised of a multitude of sections stretching in a long
strip on both sides of the shared Russian, Finnish
and Norwegian borders (total length is 1,000km,
with an average width of 20 to 30km). A range of
ecosystems from Arctic tundra at the Barents Sea
coast to coniferous and broad-leaf forests covering
the islands of the Gulf of Finland, are represented
here.

The high degree of conservation of these taiga
ecosystems in the past was conditioned by strict-
ness of the national security belt along the borders.
After the relaxation the security regime, these ar-
eas were instantly claimed by lumber industries on
both sides of the border and thus require urgent
conservation measures.

Aside from the unique preservation of the last
stands of old-growth taiga in the European part of
the continent, this area has interesting geological
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structure and relief.  On the one hand, the
area is a part of the ancient Baltic crystalline
shield. Fragments of the shield appear as
large and small ridges and individual mas-
sifs, on the other hand, the surface has been
intricately transformed by glaciation, which
resulted in the undulating moraine relief and
unusual shapes of various moraine features,
such as kames, eskers, outwash plains, drum-
lins.

The last glacier receded 10,000 years ago
and the formation of its ecosystems are still
in the beginning stages and they are yet fairly
unstable. Dissection of terrain, tectonic de-
pressions and abundant precipitation re-
sulted in formation of a multitude of pictur-
esque lakes, appearing as the most fasci-
nating trait of the local landscapes.
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The Putorana Plateau
Located in the north of Eastern Siberia, the Putorana Plateau is very likely to be included

into the World Heritage List. The total land area of the Putorana Plateau exceeds 2,500,000
ha (the area of the Putoransky Nature Reserve accounts for 1,887,300 ha). It is the largest
pristine, high basaltic, trap plateau in Siberia, completely untouched by human activity.

Deep canyons dissect unusual and spectacular trap shapes of terrain. The scale and
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number of waterfalls are impressive (this area
has the highest concentration of waterfalls
in Russia). A 108m high waterfall, one of the
highest in Russia, is located here. The area
also includes a number of lakes, with some
as much as 400m deep. The landscape of
inland continental lake fiords is picturesque
and spectacular.

Flora of the Putorana Plateau is dominated
by circumpolar species and accounts for
1,300 of them. The basins of the
Kutaramakan and Irkinda rivers comprise the
north-eastern distribution limits of the Sibe-
rian larch and fir. The Putorana mountains

are the northern habitation limits of flying
squirrel, lynx, sable and stone cock. The
Putorana Reserve also embraces the migra-
tion route of the world's largest population
of reindeer.  The Plateau provides a refuge
for bighorn snow sheep, one of the least
studied mammals on the planet. The big-
horn snow sheep had been separated from
the main population group about 15,000
years ago. Among the rare and endangered
birds in the Plateau, the Arctic falcon and
the white-tailed eagle are of the greatest
interest.
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THE KURIL ISLANDS
Natural island complexes are always unu-

sual and unique. Their isolation from the
outer world, peculiar insular climate, influ-
ence of sea currents, creative and destruc-
tive activity of sea waves form landscapes
unique in their beauty.

Volcanic activity also influenced plant and
animal communities. In the places where the
level of volcanic activity is the highest we can
meet a lot of heat-loving plants and repre-
sentatives of southern fauna. Warm and cold
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sea currents, the territory stretching far from north to south, and a
complex relief add to the diversity of the Islands' wildlife.

In this area it is easy to encounter representatives of the Japa-
nese-Korean, Manchuria and Okhotsk-Kamchatka flora and fauna
complexes. Rich broadleaf forests of oak, ash-tree, wild magnolia
(the world's oldest population) fantastically interlaced by lianas -
actinidia, Schizandra, Kogne grape with bushes of Kuril bamboo,
are replaced at forest openings and along valleys of rivers by high
grass (up to 4 meters high). The Islands are home to more than 30
species of higher vascular plants included into the Russian Red
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Book. The major part of the rest of the plant
species growing there are rare and endan-
gered.

Birds migration routes run through the area
of the Southern Kuril Islands. Among all the
bird species living here 30 have been added
to the Russian Red Book. Of especial interest
are bald eagle, erne, fishing eagle owl (this
is the only island population known to man).
The Kunashir is also home to Japanese crane
(the only couple). Local rivers are spawning
sites of salmon.

The coastal zone of the islands is as rich. It
has multiple colonies of sea waterfowl and
rookeries and breeding-grounds of sea
mammals. An island specie of seals - Antur
- is a local symbol. The Urup Island is the
habitat of one of the largest kalan populations
living in the southern parts of the distribu-
tion area of this animal.
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THE COMMANDER ISLANDS
The Commander Islands form the

westernmost part of the Aleutian islands' arc
being the peaks of a grandiose submarine
volcanic ridge which borders the Bering Sea
from the south.

The islands are inhabited by a consider-
able number of endemic animals and plants:
Arctic fox, rock ptarmigan, rock sandpiper,
ancient murrelet, wren, gray-crowned rosy
finch, island wormwood and others. Some
species - representatives of Asian and Ameri-
can flora and fauna are common here,
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among them at least a dozen of vascular plants, many algae,
marine invertebrates and birds. Some of them cannot be observed
anywhere else in Russia.

Covering nowadays most part of the islands the mountain tun-
dra adds much to the unique beauty of the Commanders' natural
complexes. Their evolution took place in the absence of perma-
frost and without any influence of phytophagous animals (even-
hoofed mammals, rodents), i.e. factors that in fact are playing
great role in tundra aspect's formation on the continent.
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Coastal zone and aquatoria of the Com-
mander Islands are known for the remark-
able biodiversity of marine mammals and sea
birds. There are no other examples of such
dense concentration of mammals and birds
of different species on a really small coastal
area within the limits of Russia. Sea otters,
harbour and common seals are permanent
inhabitants of the islands. Rookeries of the
northern fur seal and Steller's sea lion are
being restored. The coastal zone is a place
of fattening, wintering or migration paths of

porpoises, sperm, killer, Cuvier's beaked, lit-
tle piked, humpbacked whales, seiwhale,
finwhale and others. Many of marine mam-
mals and sea birds have been inscribed to
the Russian and IUCN Red Data Books.

Since 1958 all types of economic activities
including commercial harvesting of fish and
other marine organisms were prohibited
within the 30-mile protection zone around
the Commander Islands. Due to this deci-
sion nowadays it is one of the last shelf sec-
tions still remaining undisturbed in its natu-
ral state within the territory of a vast harvest-
ing region of the Far East.
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The Valdai Upland
The natural and cultural complex of the Valdai

National Park and a number of adjacent territories
will be nominated for inclusion onto the World Her-
itage List as a mixed natural and cultural site.

The Valdai Park occupies an area of 158,500 ha
in the northern part of the Valdai Upland and is
characterized by its very complex and scenic ter-
rain.

The area of the park embraces the great water
divide of the Baltic, Caspian and Black Seas, the
sources of the Volga, Dnieper, Zapandaya Dvina
rivers. The Polomet River, continuously monitored
since 1933, is used as a hydrological standard for
smaller rivers and is included in an international
list of small rivers subject to special protection.

The average age of the primary coniferous stand
is over 80 years.  Undisturbed natural forest eco-
systems are of the greatest interest as they occupy
an area of 10,000 ha. 17 plant species listed in
the Red Book of Russia are noted here. The rare
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bird species include black stork, fish hawk
and golden eagle.

The Valdai Upland has a rich cultural her-
itage. Over 250 artifacts dating back to the
Neolithic Epoch (5-8 thousand years BC) to
the height of the Novgorod Princedom (XI-
XV centuries AD) were identified within the
grounds of the park.  A belt of large lakes
stretching from north to south used to be
an ancient stem of settlement of the North-
ern Slavic tribes and a historical commer-
cial route on the European part of Russia.

The ancient road connection Moscow-
Novgorod-Saint Petersburg from olden times
had been an important transportation route
connecting Russia with the Baltic countries
and Western Europe.  It was here that in
1238, the Golden Horde of Batu Khan was
stopped and failed to reach Novgorod.
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